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Abstract
Cardiac autonomic function was studied in 23 alcohol dependent men by standard tests of autonomic function and measurement of 24 hour heart rate variability. In all there was peripheral or central nervous system damage or both. Standard tests of autonomic function showed vagal neuropathy in seven. The remainder had normal autonomic function tests. Twenty four hour heart rate variability was measured as the standard deviation of the successive differences between RR intervals from an ambulatory electrocardiogram recording. Twenty four hour heart rate variability was significantly lower in both alcohol dependent groups than in controls, but the results in the two alcohol dependent groups were not significantly different from each other. The results of standard tests of autonomic function did not distinguish between the alcohol dependent men with normal autonomic function and controls. The differences in heart rate variability between this group and the controls may have been the result of the ability of this method to detect small changes in autonomic integrity. Cardiomyopathy may also account for some of these differences and such abnormalities should be excluded before results are to be regarded as a reflection of vagal function. Twenty four hour measurement of heart rate variability may be a more useful index of cardiac vagal neuropathy than currently available tests of autonomic function.

Damage to the autonomic nervous system affecting sudomotor, vasomotor, and cardiac function is a recognised feature of chronic alcohol dependence.1 Duncan et al indicated that vagal neuropathy is a common finding associated with impairment of the central and peripheral nervous systems.2 Sympathetic dysfunction affecting the control of blood pressure is, however, rare,3 though orthostatic hypotension may occur in a few patients and is associated with severe autonomic degeneration.4

Commonly applied tests of cardiac autonomic function (Valsalva’s manoeuvre, deep breathing, and standing) examine heart rate responses to various manoeuvres that change the length of the cardiac cycle (RR interval) over a short period. The change in the RR interval is assumed to be due to autonomic activity but this does not take into account that inputs of different frequencies produce the change in heart rate; those at lower frequencies are not necessarily autonomic in origin such as reflex mechanisms involved with continuing haemodynamic changes. Tests of autonomic function also tend to classify patients merely on the basis of the presence of neuropathy and give little scope for grading its severity.5 Measurement of short term (5 min) heart rate variability has been advocated as an indicator of autonomic neuropathy6; however, there is disagreement about whether the recording should be performed with the patient standing, sitting, or lying and about the best index for measuring heart rate variability.7 Ambulatory electrocardiographic (Holter) monitoring of heart rate variability may provide a more sensitive index of autonomic function than is currently available8 because it makes a large number of RR intervals available for the calculation of heart rate variability. Monitoring over 24 hours also provides an opportunity to examine autonomic function during normal daily activities without interference from investigators. It may enable disease progression in alcohol dependent patients to be monitored. Ewing and colleagues reported that heart rate variability was reduced in diabetic patients who had normal standard autonomic function tests.9 The present study was conducted to test whether similar results apply to alcohol dependent patients and whether 24 hour measurement of heart rate variability is a useful method for assessing cardiac autonomic changes in alcohol dependent patients.

Patients and methods
We assessed autonomic integrity by standard tests of autonomic function and measurement of 24 hour heart rate variability in 23 alcohol dependent men (aged 37–72 (mean 54)) who had been drinking between 100 and 350 g of ethanol daily for 10–40 years. At the time of study all these men were undergoing rehabilitation at a Salvation Army hostel. They were not admitted to hospital for the study. They had abstained from alcohol for one to nine weeks (mean three). None of them had hypertension, diabetes, or clinical evidence of heart disease or were experiencing withdrawal symptoms at the time of study. An electrocardiogram was taken to exclude men with cardiac rhythm abnormalities. Men were selected on the basis of abnormalities of the peripheral and central nervous system by a...
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STANDARD TESTS OF AUTONOMIC FUNCTION
All subjects underwent the following tests of autonomic function in the order below. They lay supine for 20 minutes before the start of the tests. The methods are described elsewhere.

Deep breathing—Sinus arrhythmia of <15 beat/min was regarded as abnormal.

Standing—The 30:15 ratio of the response of heart rate to standing was measured; a ratio < 1:03 was defined as abnormal. The change in blood pressure upon standing was also measured, and a fall > 10 mm Hg diastolic and > 20 mm Hg systolic indicated sympathetic failure.

Valsalva manoeuvre—Subjects held a forced expiratory pressure of 40 mm Hg for 15 s. The Valsalva ratio of the smallest heart beat interval during straining to the longest after the release of pressure was calculated. A ratio < 1:21 was defined as abnormal.

Neck suction—The carotid baroreceptors were stimulated by the application of suction (−50 mm Hg) to the neck. The suction was applied rapidly (−600 mm Hg/s) and held for 3 s. The longest RR interval during the suction was measured. Failure to prolong the RR interval by > 120 ms was defined as abnormal.

Abnormal responses to two or more tests of autonomic function indicated autonomic neuropathy.

MEASUREMENT OF 24 HOUR HEART RATE VARIABILITY
The men were fitted with a Holter monitor (Oxford Medilog, MR14) that recorded two channels of electrocardiogram on to a standard 60 minute cassette tape over a 24 hour period. They kept a self-recorded diary of the day's events such as meal times, exercise, and sleep. Tapes were played back through an analyser (Oxford Medilog, MA14) at 60 times the recorded speed. Fluctuations in the recording speed were adjusted by a phase-locked loop time signal. The QRS waveform was filtered, detected electronically, and a pulse was generated corresponding to each R wave. False triggering of the T wave was inhibited by generating a relatively long width (250 ms real time) for the resultant pulse. The time between R waves was counted by a purpose-built rate logging device (accuracy ±5 μs) and the data were relayed through a parallel interface to a personal computer (IBM) where the RR intervals were added sequentially to a file. The file containing the RR intervals was divided into sections of 30 minutes of real time RR intervals so that up to 48 subfiles were produced for each 24 hour recording. To eliminate failure of QRS detection, intervals outside a preset range (300 to 1800 ms) and those tapes with more than five extrasystoles per hour were discarded from further analysis.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The alcohol dependent men were divided into two groups on the basis of the presence or absence of autonomic neuropathy as defined by the results of the standard tests of autonomic function. Heart rate variability was assessed from the standard deviation of the successive differences between RR intervals (SDSD) for each 30 min subfile in each individual by a commercial statistical package (SAS Institute, USA) on a Digital Microvax computer. Six controls repeated the ambulatory monitoring between 1–12 weeks later (mean 3). The reproducibility coefficient for the SDSD was 0.83; therefore the method was repeatable. Results from individuals were standardised to a starting time of 0900 h. Two way analysis of variance was used to compare the results of 24 h heart rate variability in controls and the two alcohol dependent groups by a Bonferroni multiple comparisons procedure. The sample size studied had sufficient power, at the 5% level, to detect a change of >15% in heart rate variability between groups. Results are presented as means (SEM). Statistical significance was achieved when p < 0.05.

Results
STANDARD AUTONOMIC FUNCTION TESTS
Sixteen alcohol dependent men (group 1) had normal standard autonomic function tests. Vagal neuropathy was detected in seven (group 2). Mean responses to standing, Valsalva's manoeuvre, deep breathing, and neck suction were significantly different in group 2 and controls but not between group 1 and controls (table 1). None of the men had sympathetic neuropathy (orthostatic hypotension). There was no difference in age or duration of alcohol dependency between the two groups; however, the degree of peripheral neuropathy, or central nervous system impairment, or both was significantly greater in group 2.

Twenty Four Hour Heart Rate Variability
Examination of the diary cards indicated that the alcohol dependent men were generally no more sedentary than the controls and that their times of meals and sleep periods did not differ greatly. All groups showed considerable circadian variation in RR intervals with the slowest heart rate at 0500 h in the controls and group 2 and at 0600 h in group 1. There was a tendency for both alcohol dependent groups to have higher heart rates throughout the 24 h period (p = 0.067) than the normal group. The

| Table 1 Autonomic function test results from 11 controls, 16 alcohol dependent men without vagal neuropathy (group 1) and seven alcohol dependent men with vagal neuropathy (group 2) (mean (SEM)) |
|-----------------|--------|--------|
| Controls | Group 1 | Group 2 |
| Standing (30:15 ratio) | 1.12 (0.02) | 1.08 (0.03) | 1.03 (0.02) |
| Valsalva ratio | 1.74 (0.09) | 1.60 (0.11) | 1.28 (0.06) |
| Deep breathing (beats/min) | 20 (2.2) | 23 (4.4) | 7.8 (1.9) |
| Bradycardia with neck suction (ms) | 222 (46) | 245 (47) | 42 (14)* |

*p < 0.05.
mean RR interval over 24 h was 806 (38) ms in the controls, 773 (29) ms in group 1, and 739 (23) ms in group 2.

Heart rate variability was significantly lower (p < 0.01) in both alcohol dependent groups than in the controls at all times over the 24 h period; however, the alcohol dependent groups were not significantly different from each other. The heart rate variability did not show the same degree of periodicity over 24 h as the

RR intervals and no clear variation was apparent (fig 1). When the mean of the heart rate variability for morning, lunch, afternoon, evening, sleep, and waking was taken a tendency for variability to increase during sleep was seen (table 2). The increase during sleep was similar in all groups and only set at a lower point in alcohol dependent groups. The mean SDSD over 24 h was 138 (10) ms in the normal group, 83 (11) ms in group 1, and 60 (12) ms in group 2 (fig 2). Twenty four hour SDSD values for 12 out of 16 of the group 1 men were well below the mean SDSD of the controls. Sixteen of the 23 alcohol dependent men had Valsalva ratios within the normal range, 10 had normal responses on standing, 12 for deep breathing, and nine in response to neck suction. Only six of the 23 alcohol dependent men had mean heart rate variability values within the normal range; this was significantly less than the proportion with normal tests of autonomic function.

Discussion

Heart rate variability was significantly reduced in alcohol dependent men with established vagal neuropathy and in some without. One explanation is that measurement of 24 h heart rate variability detected subtle changes in autonomic integrity in the men in whom standard tests of autonomic function were normal. The difference in the proportion of alcohol dependent men with heart rate variability or autonomic function test results within the normal range accords with this explanation and indicates that grouping alcohol dependent people according to the presence of autonomic neuropathy may hide important information. Our results were consistent with earlier evidence in diabetic patients that 24 hour monitoring of heart rate variability detected small changes in autonomic function which may not be detectable by standard autonomic function tests.

Alternatively the similarity between heart rate variability in the alcohol dependent men with normal autonomic function and with abnormal autonomic function may relate to disordered end organ function. Tests of autonomic function measure the end organ responses to reflex stimulation; therefore conclusions about the origin of abnormal responses are made from indirect measurements. In this
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study minor subclinical cardiomyopathy may have been present in a few men; this was not excluded by a chest x ray or echocardiogram. Though Levin noted decreases in the Valsalva ratio in individuals with clinically overt cardiomyopathy, the effect of subclinical cardiomyopathy on autonomic function has not been documented. The SDSD index of heart rate variability may be more affected by subclinical cardiomyopathy and the reduced heart rate variability in some alcohol dependent men with normal standard autonomic function tests may be the result of subclinical cardiomyopathy rather than vagal neuropathy. Previous studies of alcoholic vagal neuropathy did not exclude individuals with cardiomyopathy, which is quite common in this group. It is unlikely, however, that cardiomyopathy accounts for all the reduction in heart rate variability in the alcohol dependent men with normal autonomic function tests, and some degree of vagal neuropathy is feasible. Because of these possibilities it may be inappropriate to apply autonomic function tests to alcohol dependent individuals. In future studies alcohol dependent individuals should be excluded if results are to be considered a reflection of vagal function.

In alcohol dependent individuals the risk of death was increased in those with vagal neuropathy. Most deaths in the study were sudden or unexplained. A reduced heart rate variability over 24 hours was associated with a 5-3 fold increase in the mortality in patients recovering after myocardial infarction. Furthermore heart rate variability was reduced in patients known to be at risk of sudden cardiac death. The rise in heart rate variability during sleep that we found has been noted before. This may confer some extra stability on the sinoatrial axis because the arrhythmias decreased during orthodox slow wave sleep. It has been suggested that the integrity of the autonomic nervous system may be important in the prevention, promotion, or precipitation of cardiac arrhythmias and that reduced vagal efferent activity may favour cardiac electrical instability. Measurement of heart rate variability over 24 hours may be an appropriate means of assessing such alterations.

Twenty four hour measurement of heart rate variability is potentially an accurate test of autonomic function. This is gained by the addition of every RR interval occurring in 24 hours (up to 140,000 beats per day) and through the measurement of heart rate variability by the SDSD which is unaffected by periods of activity. The SDSD has been used as a method for assessing short term heart rate variability in newborn infants and in individuals with multiple sclerosis and diabetes but its application to 24 hour electrocardiographic recordings has been limited. Its sensitivity and statistical robustness when applied to ventricular extrasystoles has been critically examined. The SDSD acts as a statistical filter in which the low frequency components such as trends in heart rate caused by activity and neurohormonal effects are filtered out. Its interpretation therefore relies on the reproducibility of a stimulus, the cooperation of subjects, and the long term stability of the timing mechanisms in the recording equipment. Thus though the alcohol dependent groups had higher heart rates this would not account for the reduced heart rate variability.

Neubauer and Gundersen proposed that the SDSD was the best method of detecting small and early abnormalities in autonomic function. The SDSD produces a measure of beat to beat variability and is a composite of variability of all the higher frequencies present in the data that could be identified by other methods such as spectral analysis. This composite emphasises the higher frequencies because lower frequency variation due to blood pressure and thermoregulatory mechanisms usually causes minimal beat to beat changes that are not autonomic in origin. For these reasons the SDSD is likely to be a more accurate measure of autonomic function than the standard deviation of the RR intervals. It is also more appropriate for examining ambulatory autonomic function than spectral analysis because several constraints make spectral techniques unsuitable in examining all forms of data on the RR interval. The period of sleep is the most basal state of the day. Ambulatory monitoring provides an opportunity to examine cardiac autonomic function during this time. It is likely to be a reflection of the natural background stimuli rather than the artificial manoeuvres conducted in laboratory based tests.

Tests of autonomic function have generally been developed and validated by application to patients with diabetes mellitus. There have been few examinations of heart rate variability in alcohol dependent patients and no previous long term recordings. Commonly used autonomic tests cause a temporary imbalance of the system examined, do not reflect its steady state function, and require active participation from the patient. These tests do not generally allow for the accurate detection of quantitative abnormalities in autonomic function beyond the description of abnormal or normal, though some attempts have been made to do so. Alcoholic polyneuropathy is generally accepted to be a result of nutritional factors rather than a neurotoxic effect of alcohol. The reported improvement in autonomic function with prolonged abstinence may be due to improved nutrition in some alcohol dependent patients.

Provided cardiomyopathy is excluded, 24 hour monitoring may overcome many of the problems with conventional tests for measuring changes in cardiac autonomic function in alcohol dependent patients.
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